SCHEDULE 12

RESIDENTIAL AND FARM GENERAL SERVICE - IDAHO
(Alternating 60 cycle current, available phase and voltage)

AVAILABLE:
To Customers in the State of Idaho who meet the requirements for service under Schedule 11 and whose electric use qualifies as a "residential load" as defined in the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act, P.L. 96-501, and the Residential Purchase and Sale Agreement contract in effect between the Company and the Bonneville Power Administration. "Residential Load" means all usual residential, apartment, seasonal dwellings and farm electric loads or uses. Any electric use by such customers, which does not so qualify, shall be served under Schedule 11 or other appropriate rate schedule.

MONTHLY RATE:
The Monthly Rate shall be the same as that contained in the currently effective Schedule 11 of this tariff.

SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
Service under this schedule is subject to the Rules and Regulations contained in this tariff.

The above Monthly Rate is subject to the provisions of Tax Adjustment Schedule 58, Residential and Farm Energy Rate Adjustment Schedule 59, Temporary Power Cost Adjustment Schedule 66, Fixed Cost Adjustment Mechanism Schedule 75, Energy Efficiency Rider Adjustment Schedule 91 and Earnings Test Deferral Rebate Schedule 97.

Issued December 21, 2015                       Effective January 1, 2016

Issued by Avista Utilities
By                 Kelly Norwood, Vice President, State & Federal Regulation